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Build Your Own Boat Course
24 weeks

£8286 inc VAT

Objective
At the end of your 24wk course you should have completed and launched
a boat of up to 5m in length. Restorations as well as new builds can also be
considered subject to suitability. Your skills should allow you to build further
craft with similar build techniques, as well as using the transferable nature of
these skills to develop further areas of expertise. A full costing exercise will
be undertaken as part of the build process.
The Syllabus
You will undertake the basic joinery course and as many of the other relevant
courses as required within the time constraint to complete your project. The
exact make up of your course will be discussed before commencing. Progress
through the modules will be at your own pace and dependent on your
individual skill level.
Basic Joinery
Our renowned basic joinery course has remained virtually unchanged for
over 40 years such is the effectiveness of its approach, constantly building on
previously learnt skills, stretching and challenging at each stage.
No assumption is made of previous joinery experience and you will progress
at your own rate. You learn about the use, care and sharpening of basic boat
building tools through their demonstration and constant practical use. All
students start at the beginning by ﬂattening and squaring a piece of timber.
You will make your own bench hook, oil-stone box and mallet. Learn to
successfully construct basic joints. Fabricate common boat building scarfs.
Mark, cut and assemble dovetail joints. Construct your own plywood tool box
with tray. Draw joiner’s rods, make a Bollow plane, spar gauge, oar and level.
Install deck beams. After 8 weeks you should be sufﬁciently competent in
your skills to be able to start the task of building your own boat.
Lofting Exercise
This desktop exercise is designed to teach the fundamentals of lofting- taking
a designers drawings and drawing them out to a scale. The relationships
between waterlines, buttock lines, diagonals, rabbet and transom are
developed. The process of taking off planking bevels, moulds, templates and
other information from the lines is explored. At the end of this module you
should be able to loft your project boat.
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Optional GRP module
Learn the fundamentals and more advanced techniques for laminating and bonding GRP. A
bow section of a boat is laminated showing how to work with polyester resins, surface tissues
and CSM. Holes are created and two different methods for creating repairs are explored.
The cured repairs are subjected to strength testing. A deck moulding with tread pattern and
other features is laid up as well. Bonding this moulding to the bow section then gives a good
insight into hull to deck bonding techniques. The use of different foams and ﬁllers, release
agents and resins (including epoxy) is explored, and the techniques for bonding in bulkheads
demonstrated.
Optional Stitch and Glue boatbuilding exercise
A fast paced week ending up with a dinghy constructed by the stitch and glue technique.
Working in groups of 4 per boat, you will mark out, cut and stitch together a simple pram
dinghy. This will be used to demonstrate the use of epoxy and taped seams. Although
unﬁnished, at the end of the week this exercise demonstrates the potentially rapid method of
construction this is stitch and tape, with the boat unpainted but watertight.
Optional Backbone construction, Laminations and Knees
The method for backbone construction is explored using the scarﬁng techniques gained in the
basic Joinery section of the course. Methods for laminating stems and knees are explored and
used to fabricate parts for the pram dinghy and build project.
Optional Clinker planking
All planking work is undertaken on real boats, using good timber and forms part of the ﬁnished
boat. A simulation would not allow full appreciation of this complex and challenging process.
Samples of the planking joint made at the stem and stern are made before a full plank is
undertaken and if kept, becomes a valuable memory aid.
Planking may be in oak, mahogany or larch depending on the project speciﬁcations.

Optional Decks and decking and above deck structures
Learn how to lay a traditional solid deck as well as a more modern laid deck with ply sub
deck. Investigate the options of fastening or gluing. Learn about deck beams and carlins as
well as those structures ﬁxed to them.... cabin sides, wheel houses etc.
Lofting chosen boat and prepare moulds and strong back, order materials.
From the experience gained previously, you will loft up your boat, prepare moulds and a
strong back to support it during construction. During this period material estimates will be
made and materials for the build bought.
Build
13weeks to build the boat of your dreams! During this time you will be supervised though
at this stage your growing knowledge and experiences should allow you to gradually gain
independence.
Spars and rigging
Learn the techniques to make the spars necessary for the build project as well as
investigating other methods and techniques. Rig the spars and step onto the build.
Optional Finishing and completion of Recreational Craft Directive manual
Following the techniques learnt in the earlier painting module complete the ﬁnishing of the
build project to a high level of ﬁnish. At the same time complete the write up of the RCD
module which will have been ongoing from the start of the project build.
Launch Party and tweaking
A celebration and time to ﬁne-tune your build on the water.

Optional Carvel Planking
As with clinker planking, in order to become proﬁcient in the process, real planking on real
boats is the only way. A look at caulking techniques is also investigated during this module
Optional Block making, splicing and knot work
A module on the construction of wooden blocks, using ash or elm for the cheeks and cast
pulley wheels. Methods for splicing using three strand, octoplait, braid on braid and braid to
wire. Making of soft and hard eyes.
Optional Painting Varnishing and ﬁnishing
During this module you will learn to use various paint and varnish ﬁnishes. One and two pack
paints, application techniques with hair brushes, foam brushes and rollers. Techniques shown
and practised will allow the student to apply a high quality ﬁnish to their ﬁnal project.
Optional Wooden Boat Restoration
With over 30 boats on our books in various stages of build and restoration there are always
plenty of exercises in these techniques. A whole wealth of information can also be gleaned
from exploring what has been done already and watching these methods being used on a
daily basis.
Optional Stern tubes and prop shaft boring
Learn about the techniques needed to bore long holes successfully. Methods for clearing
up existing and misbored holes. Prepare, bore and insert a tube in preparation for a prop
shaft. Learn how to shape, install and fasten engine beds and the tolerances needed for shaft
alignment. Investigate the various options for propulsion systems and stern gear.

Whitehall skiff built by IBTC student, Adrian Donovan
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